From: pboettcher356@gmail.com,

Subject: Upcoming DSG Events for 2020
Date: Wed, Jul 22, 2020 10:28 am

Hi Gruppe!,
Based on the current Covid-19 cases increasing, the DSG board has decided to cancel
the balance of our "static" events for the rest of the 2020 calendar year.
Being close to each other and sharing food and drinks is not keeping with the spirit of
our state mandated rules, and is seen as being too risky.
This includes the Chili Party in October as well as the Holiday Party in December.
Our hope is that a vaccine is developed and we can pick up again in the spring of
2021!
We would love to receive some photos and stories of what our members have been up
to during this difficult time that we can post on the DSG website.
You can send your updates to Stan Yarrish at: syarrish@aol.com. Anything that you
would like to share would be greatly appreciated.
My two granddaughters have been helping me work on my son Adam`s 356C and I
will send some photos to Stan. At ages 6 and 3 they are very enthusiastic mechanics
and future DSG members.
We are also investigating setting up a couple of virtual meetings on ZOOM, where we
can see each other and chat about our favorite cars.
Not being able to get together with the Gruppe has made me appreciate even more the
friendships that we all share.
The Cincinnati VW Club`s VW/Porsche/Audi show at Germania Park in September is
still scheduled to take place on September 27th should you want to attend and I will
keep all advised. There will be no Open House this year at Metalkraft
The Bellefontaine Hill Climb is scheduled to take place on August 28th with
participants only and no spectators or social events to be included.
Please also see the below from DSG member Kurt Niemeyer:
The other clubs we participate with are conducting primarily Zoom meetings,
avoiding static displays, driving tours are popular ways to enjoy the

cars. Laura and I have been driving every other Sunday Morning with several
friends and are having a blast!
The driving tours I have conducted leave within 15 minutes of meeting at the
start point, participants are asked to wear masks and stay physically distant
as we gather. The destinations offer picnic areas and we encourage
participants to bring their own food or get some carryout, whatever they are
comfortable with, we have eliminated all gatherings for meals.
The events keep the cars and people moving, Safe Social Distancing is One
Car Length for every Ten Miles Per Hour.
October 10th we have driving tours scheduled and suggest the DSG members
participate in that function, which quite frankly will eliminate the Cruise In
portion at the end of the driving portion. This is the Spring Classic Driving
Tour that was delayed, we have electronic registration, electronically signed
waivers, electronically delivered route instructions, with minimal official contact
throughout the events. If folks want to be closer to their friends, that is their
prerogative, but we will be striving to give everyone enough space to be
comfortable.
I will send out links and info on these planned events.
Keep me advised on any questions!
Vintage Porsche Regards,
Peter OpaX2 Boettcher
pboettcher356@gmail.com
513-720-3562
Stay Healthy and Stay Safe!

